SUMAN BROWS

MICROBLADING
Using delicate strokes the hand held micro needles manually implant
feather weight strokes with a medical grade approved pigmented
colour into the epidermis layer of the skin. Commonly described as a
superficial tattoo, the results can last upto 12 months.
Perfect for those who want to fill in sparse gaps, create fuller, more
voluminous and darker looking brows. Ditch the eyebrow pencils and
products and wake up every morning with your dream brows.

2hr / £450
including
anaesthetic
and top-up
treatment

The final pigment shade will settle 10 days after application. There
is no downtime with the treatment but a follow up appointment is
required 6-8 weeks after to top up to ensure the desired look has
been created.
THREADING BROW SHAPING
Threading allows control when shaping brows to ensure perfectly
sculpted eyebrows.

15 / 20min £22

OTHER THREADING HAIR REMOVAL / HOT WAX FOR SENSITIVE SKIN
Full face threading (inc. brows)

£55

Upper lip

£10

Chin & lip

£13

Nollywood Nasal hot wax

£10

Forehead

£10

Middle of the brows

£5

Cheeks

£10

Neck

£10

MAN-TENANCE -MALE GROOMING
A neat and discreet tidy of the brows ears and nasal

From £25

SUMANBROWS SIGNATURE BROW SHAPE & TINT
SumanBrows’ cult threading treatment offers a bespoke mixture of
techniques to include threading and tinting.

30min / £30

BROW TINTING
Brows will be shaped using a threading technique, and the hairs will
be tinted with a shade that compliments your face and complexion.

15 / 20min £15

SumanBrows uses a highly pigmented brow dye which can last from 2-4weeks, longer
than most high-street brow treatments.

EYE FOR AN EYE PACKAGE
The full M.O.T. Eyebrow Shape, Brow Tint & Lash Tint

LASH TINT
A lash tint will allow you to skip your mascara routine and enjoy
enhanced dark lashes that will look fuller for up to 4 weeks.

45min / £41

20min / £20

PLEASE NOTE* All new SumanBrows clients will require a patch test at least 24 hours
prior to tinting.

LASH LIFT & LASH TINT
Suman’s lash lift adds length, volume and lift to natural eyelashes
with no extensions, no adhesive and no mascara and is one of the
quickest ways to brighten and lift your entire face.

60min / £80

Suman’s Lash Lift will last 6-8 weeks. No harm to your natural lashes, instant results

LASHES
Offering a range of lashes to give you luscious eyes
Cluster lashes lasting up to 2/3 weeks full set (available in mink)

45min / £60

Strip (SumanBrows range from mink strip lashes and applied for you)

20min / £20

Fluttery eyes corners and lash tint

30min / £35

Lash Removal

20min / £20

